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The purpose of this paper is two-fold: first to show how a natural mathematical formulation 
of the “solution” of a system of recursion equations is formally almost identical with well- 
known formulations of a solution of a system of “iteration equations.” The second aim is to 
present a construction which takes an algebraic theory T and yields another algebraic theory 
M(T) whose morphisms correspond to systems of recursion equations over T. This 
construction is highly uniform, i.e., the correspondence between T and M(T) is functorial. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The “M-construction” was first outlined in [ 121, then exploited in [ 131 and [ 151. 
An improved presentation in terms of S-sorted theories is given in [ 14). See also 14, 
5, 7, 161. 
We begin with an example. Consider the following familiar recursive specification 
of addition, multiplication, and the factorial functions: 
EXAMPLE 1.1. 
x + y = IF x = 0 THEN y ELSE SUCC(PRED(x) + y), 
x . y = IF x = 0 THEN 0 ELSE y + (PRED(x) * y), 
x! = IF x = 0 Then 1 ELSE x . (PRED(x)!). 
Suppose we forget for a moment the standard meanings of IF-THEN-ELSE, PRED, 
SUCC, 0 and 1, and write the above equations as equations between (finite) trees: 
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Note that now the right-hand sides are morphisms in the free continuous theory 
CT,+*, where Z is the finite ranked set consisting of 
IF, 0, 1, SUCC, PRED 
of ranks 3, 0, 0, 1, and 1 respectively; @ is the finite ranked set consisting of the 
“function variables,” 
+, l , ! 
with the obvious ranking (Z + @ denotes the “disjoint union” of Z and @). 
The equations in Example 1.1 may be thought of as a function 
a : @+ CTx+*, 
where, for example, a(t) is the tree on the right-hand side of (1.1.1). 
(1.2) 
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Now, when we interpret the letters in Z in the (w-continuous) theory T,, of the o- 
continuous functions on the nonnegative integers (e.g., IF(a, 6, c) = 1 if a = I; b if 
u = 0; and, c otherwise), the trees on the right-hand sides of (l.l.lt(1.1.3) are 
morphisms in the coproduct of the theories T, and CT,. (A key technical lemma is 
that such coproducts exist in the category of w-continuous theories.) Thus, this 
recursive specification, interpreted in TO, is a rank preserving function 
a:@-,T,,+CT,. (1.3) 
(We will shortly define such a function to be a morphism @j @ in the category 
M(T,).) Now, what is a solution to a recursive specification of the form (1.3)? 
Consider again our example. A solution of (1.1) is an assignment of functions on the 
nonnegative integers of the appropriate arity to the function variables @, i.e., a 
function at : @ --) TO, such that when the each of the functions ,!?a+, for 8 in @, is 
substituted in the right-hand sides of (l.l.l)-( 1.1.3), the resulting functions are 
exactly those given by at. On the other hand, if a o at means “for each occurrence of 
a function letter q in the tree given by a, substitute the function pa+,” then we may 
express the fact that at is a solution of the system of recursion equations a by the 
equation: 
a+=...+. (1.4) 
The reader familiar with the literature on iteration in algebraic theories, e.g., (7, 161, 
will immediately notice that (1.4) says that at is a solution of the iteration equation 
for a. 
We will also be able to consider (interpreted) recursive specifications with 
parameters, i.e., functions 
a : @ - T,, + CT,,,. (1.5) 
(Such functions will be morphisms @ --, @ + Ii’ as we shall see.) We will show that 
such equations can be solved uniformly, obtaining 
a+:@*T,+CT,,. (1.6) 
For any interpretation p : II-, T,, of the parameters, one obtains from the uniform 
solution a solution of the nonparametric system a . (1 + /I). 
2. ALGEBRAIC THEORIES OVER RANKED SETS 
An w-ranked set is a pair (A, r) consisting of a set A and a “ranking” function 
r : A --) o. Let 9’ be the category whose objects are all finite w-ranked sets. (Later we 
will need the category of all (infinite as well as finite) o-ranked sets; this category 
will be denoted 9* .) A morphism a, : (A, r) + (II, s) in 9 (and in .5Pm) is a function 
a, : A --*B such that 
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A”B 
commutes. For any n E w, let ([ 11, n) denote the object of 9 consisting of the 
singleton set [l] whose element has rank n. Then for any object (A, r) in 9, there is 
an A-indexed family of morphisms, 
(a:([l],ur)-,(A,r)luEA), 
defined by la = a for each a E A. These morphisms have the following (coproduct) 
property: 
PROPERTY 2.1. For any A-indexed family of morphisms, (f, : ([ 11, ur) -+ (B, s) 1 
a E A), there is a unique morphism, f: (A, r) -+ (B, s), such that the diagram 
commutes for each a EA. 
DEFINITION 2.2. An algebraic theory over 9 is a category with the same objects 
as 9 which has, for each object (A, r), an A-indexed family of distinguished 
morphisms, 
(a:([l],ur>-,(A,r)JuEA), (2.2.1) 
with the property 2.1. 
An algebraic theory T over 9 is nondegenerute if whenever A has at least two 
elements, the distinguished morphisms (2.2.1) are distinct, so that one may consider 
9 to be a subcategory of T. 
We will say that an algebraic theory T over 5%’ is w-continuous if each horn-set is a 
strict w-complete poset and composition is left strict and u-continuous. (See details 
in Section 3.) 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let T and T’ be algebraic theories over zZ. An (.9-theory) 
morphism h : T-+ T’ is a functor which is the identity on the common objects of T 
and T’ and which preserves distinguished morphisms; i.e., if Z = (A, r) is an object of 
T then 
ah = a 
for each a E A, (where a is the distinguished morphism corresponding to a E A). 
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For later use we will introduce the following notation. If Z = (A, r) and ZZ = (B, s) 
are objects in 9 (or 9Tm) with A fl B = 0, then Z + n is the ranked set (A U B, 
r U s). (When A f7 B # 0, we must make the obvious adjustments.) Z + ZZ is, in fact, 
the coproduct of E and n in 9 (or ~2~) and in any theory over 9. 
In what follows we will say theory over .R. Without that modification “algebraic 
theory” will mean the usual notion of one-sorted Lawvere theory (whose objects are 
the nonnegative integers) with possible additional structure, such as continuity. 
3. CONTINUOUS THEORIES, PRELIMINARIES 
We recall the following facts from [ 121. 
DEFINITION 3.1. An algebraic theory is w-continuous if each horn-set is an w- 
complete poset, with least element I; composition is left-strict and o-continuous by 
components 
1.f=.L 
i 1 u an . P = U (a, . PI, 
a. U/h = U (a +4>. ( 1 
Furthermore, composition is order-preserving: 
aEI? implies a.yEP.y and 7.acy.P 
whenever these composites are defined. 
DEFINITION 3.2. If Ti and T, are w-continuous algebraic theories, a theory 
morphism h : T, + T, is o-continuous if h is strict (i.e., if 1 is the least element u -+ Y 
in T, , then Ih is the least element u + u in T,), order preserving (if a E /I in T, , then 
ah c ph in T,), and w-continuous (if a = U a, in T, , then ah = Ll (a,h) in T,). 
THEOREM 3.3. The w-continuous tree theory CT, is freely generated, in the 
category of o-continuous theories, by the ranked set C; i.e., there is a rank preserving 
function q : Z+ CT, such that for any w-continuous theory T and any rank 
preserving function f: Z + T there is a unique o-continuous theory morphism 
7 : CT, + T such that 
f=rj .f”. 
Furthermore, if f,,f2 : Z + T are rank-preserving functions with of, 5 of?, for all 
o E Z, then tf;’ 5 tf2’, for all t in CT,. 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Composition of w-continuous theory morphisms is itself left- 
strict and o-continuous by components: 
(3.4.1) If I:T,+T, is the w-continuous theory morphism 
whose value on each horn-set in T, is the least element in the 
corresponding horn-set in T2, then I e a = I, for all theory 
morphisms a : T, + T,. 
(3.4.2) If (a, : T, + T, ) n E w) is an w-chain of o-continuous 
theory morphisms, and a: TO+ T,, P:T2-+T3, then 
a . (U a,) = Ll (a . a,), (U a,) . p = U (a, . p). 
We need some facts concerning coproducts of continuous theories. The first fact is 
the existence of such coproducts. This result is absolutely crucial to the whole idea of 
the M-construction; it was stated without proof in [ 151. We have decided, therefore, 
to give its proof in complete detail. Following the existence theorem we give several 
technical results about coproducts. 
THEOREM 3.5. If T, and T, are w-continuous theories, there is a o-continuous 
theory T, + T2 (called the coproduct of T, and T,) and w-continuous theory 
morphisms (the coproduct injections) 
n:T,-+T,+T,, 
1 : T2 -+ T, + T,, 
with the following coproduct property: ifai : Ti + T, i = 1,2, are w-continuous theory 
morphisms, then there is a unique w-continuous theory morphism (a,, a,) : 
T, + T, + T such that 
x. (a,,a,)=a,, (3.51) 
A.(a,,a,)=a,. (3.5.2) 
We will always use K and A for the coproduct injections; their source and target 
should be clear from context. 
Proof Let d be the category whose objects are (one-sorted) w-continuous 
theories; a morphism in & is an w-continuous theory morphism. Let U : d -+ S’a be 
the functor which takes a theory T and yields the w-ranked set TU = (A, r), where 
A = U T( 1, n) and xr = n iff x : 1 -+ n in T. The value of U on theory morphisms is 
clear. (This is the only place we need possibly infinite w-ranked sets.) 
We may rephrase Theorem 3.3 by saying that U has a left adjoint F, i.e., for any 
ranked set Z = (A, r), there is an w-continuous theory LYF = CT, with the usual 
universal property. Let E : UF -+ Id be the associated natural transformation between 
the endofunctors UF and the identity functor on 6. 
571/27/2-2 
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We note the following fact about E: for each theory T in F, 
F, : TUF-, T 
is a “surjection” (i.e., 0!J is surjective). 
Now given theories T, and T, in a, form the ranked sets T, U and T, U in ,R,. 
Since it is clear that A%~ has coproducts (see discussion after Definition 3.2), let 
li : Ti U -+ T, U + T, U, i = 1, 2, be the coproduct injections sm. Then, 
t,F:T,UF+(T,U+T,U)F=T,UF+T,UF 
are coproduct injections since F, being a left adjoint, must preserve colimits. Let T = 
T, UF -I- T, UF. 
Now let w be the least ordered theory congruence on T such that for i = 1,2, and 
for all x, y in Ti UF, 
if X&r, =YETi then xtiF N yt,F. 
Let F be the theory T/- and let v : T+ F be the canonical ordered theory 
morphism taking an element to its equivalent class. Note F need not be an object in 
~7, in particular F is not necessarily complete and thus not an o-continuous theory. 
We now adopt an argument of Nelson [9] to prove 
LEMMA 3.6. Let w : T-, ?= be a left-strict order preserving theory morphism in 
the category of ordered theories. Then there is an o-continuous theory T and a theory 
morphism u : ?+ T with the following properties: 
(3.6.1) The composite v . u : T-+ T is o-continuous (i.e., 
preserves all least upper bounds of o-chains which exist). 
(3.6.2) If g : F-+ T’ is any theory morphism such that T’ is co- 
continuous and v/ . g is w-continuous, then there is a unique w- 
continuous theory morphism g# : T-+ T’ such that u . g# = g. 
To prove the lemma, we use 
FACT 3.1. Let T be a subtheory of the o-continuous theory T. There is an w- 
continuous subtheory TI of r (i.e., a subtheory which is o-continuous and in which 
least upper bounds agree with least upper bounds in i=) containing T such that 
card(T,) < 2card(T). 
(Here, card(T) is the cardinality of Un,p T(n,p), and similarly for T, .) 
The proof of the fact follows from the construction in [l] of the “free CO- 
completion” of T as a quotient of a subtheory of T”, where T” is the theory with 
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T”(n,p) = [ T(n,p)]“, the set of w-sequences of morphisms II -+ p in T. Since 
card(T”) < card(T)” = 2card(T), we are done. We continue with the 
Proof of the Lemma. By Fact 3.1, we may choose a representative small set I of 
all those theory morphisms hi : F -+ Ti such that Ti is w-continuous and w . hi is cr)- 
continuous. Then form, as usual, the target tupling, 
[hi] : F-t fl Ti. 
The product n Ti is also o-continuous, since least upper bounds are computed com- 
ponentwise. 
Let r be the least w-continuous subtheory of n Ti containing the image of [hi]. 
Then [hi] factors through r as h = u . I, where u : T+ T and where z : T-+ n Ti is 
the inclusion. It is clear that u has the required properties (3.6.1) and (3.6.2). This 
completes the proof of Lemma 3.6. 
The situation that existed prior to the statement of Lemma 3.6 may be summarized 
by the following diagram: 
T, UF 
El 
- T, 
(3.8) 
We show the existence of the theory morphisms ji : Ti + i: making (3.8) commute. 
Recall the fact that ei is surjective. Further, if xsi = yei then xl,F - y = y,F . II/, by 
the construction of w. Thus we may define ji to make (3.8) commute. Clearly the ji 
are theory morphisms. 
Now we apply Lemma 3.6, to w : T-t F obtaining u : F-+ F 
Claim. The composites K =jl . u and ), = j, . u are w-continuous. 
Indeed, 
e,.j,-u=z,F-(y-u), 
and the right-hand side of this equation is a composite of m-continuous morphisms. 
Thus the composite of a surjective w-continuous morphism (E,) with j, . u is o- 
continuous. As is easy to check, it follows that j, . u is w-continuous. The same goes 
for j, . u. 
We now show that (K : T, + ?;, 1 : T, + T) is a pair of coproduct injections in the 
category 6. Let (Xi : Ti + Q be an arbitrary pair of o-continuous theory morphisms 
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whose target Q is an o-continuous theory. Then there exists a unique o-continuous 
/3: T-P Q such that 
I~F./?=E, .a,., i= 1,2. 
Ti UF --% T, 
IIF I 
(T,UF+ T,UF)= T-f+ F --S FAQ 
T2 UF - T2 
&2 
But /3 must factor through w since the theory congruence N on T induced by /I will 
contain the congruence determined by w. Hence there is a (unique) /I” : F-+ Q such 
that w . p” = /I. Therefore, by the universal property of U, there is a unique w- 
continuous theory morphism /?: r-, Q such that the following diagram commutes: 
T 
But then 
since 
and si is surjective. Similarly 1 . p= j, . u . /?= a2, and the proof of Theorem 3.5 is 
complete. 
If ai : Ti -+ T,$ i = 1,2, are w-continuous theory morphisms between the o- 
continuous theories, then we define a, + a2 : T, + T, --+ T: + T; by 
a, + a2 = (a, . rc, a2 . A). (3.5.3) 
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COROLLARY 3.10. The following equations hold whenever they are meaningful, 
i.e., when the sources and targets of the theory morphisms match. 
(a,, a,) - P = (a, . P, a2 - 81, 
(a, + a21 - CA, P2) = (a, - 8, y a2 * P2h 
(a, + a21 - Go, + P2) = (a, * Pd + (a2 + P2h 
a . (K, A) = a, 
(fc, A) - a = a. 
(3.10.1) 
(3.10.2) 
(3.10.3) 
(3.10.4) 
(3.10.5) 
4. FORMULATION OF M(T) 
With the preliminaries out of the way, we will now describe the M-construction. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let T be a fixed w-continuous (one-sorted) theory. Then M(T) 
is a category whose objects are the objects of 9, i.e., the w-ranked sets. If C = (A, r) 
and 17= (B, s) are objects of M(T), a morphism a : Z-P ll in M(T) is a theory 
morphism 
a : CT,-+ T+ CT,, 
where the “+” on the right-hand side is the coproduct of Theorem 3.5. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Composition in M(T). Let a : Z: + l7, /I : n-1 A, in M(T). The 
composite a o /I : ,?Z -+ A is the theory morphism 
aoP=a. (48, (4.2.1) 
where K : T+ T + CT, is the indicated coproduct injection (see Theorem 3.5). 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Composition in M(T) is associative and the theory morphisms 
A are the identity morphisms in M(T). 
Proof Suppose a, 8, and y are composable morphisms in M(T). Then 
~~Voy)=a~(K,P-(K,y)) by (4.2. l), 
=a-(K,p)*(K,Y) by (3.10.1), (3.5. l), 
= (a o PI * (K - r> by (4.2. l), 
= (a 0 PI 0 Y by (4.2.1). 
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Thus composition is associative. For the identities, if 1 : .Z + ,?Y is the coproduct 
injection 1 : CT, + T + CT,, then 
aod=a.(K,L)=a by (3.10.4), 
Iop=l- (fc,p)=a by (3.5.2). 
COROLLARY 4.4. M(T) is a category, where o is the operation of composition and 
the coproduct injections 1 are the identity morphisms. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. M(T) is an algebraic theory over 9, where, for Z = (A, r), 
a E A, the distinguished morphism 
a: ([l],ar)+Z 
is the theory morphism 
a# s 1 : CT~IIl,ar) -+ T + CT,. (4.5.1) 
Here a# : CT~I,I+,,, --t CT, is determined, according to Theorem 3.3, by the function 
([ I], ar) + CT, whose value is aq. 
The proof of this long statement amounts to a restatement of Theorem 3.3. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. M(T) is a w-continuous algebraic theory over 9. 
Proof: The ordering on the collection of morphisms Z + n in M(T) is defined 
componentwise, i.e., a 5 /? if, for each t E CT,, ta c t/l in T + CT, or, equivalently, 
by Theorem 3.3, aa c_ ofi in T + CT,, for each u E 2. If a, : CT, -+ T + CT,, n E w, 
is an w-chain of theory morphisms. Ll a, is the theory morphism determined by 
fJ lb, ( 1 = U @a,) 
for each o E Z. The sup on the right of (4.6.1) exists in T + CT, since this theory is 
itself w-continuous. The least element Z-+ Z7 in M(T) is the “constant” theory 
morphism CT, -+ T + CT, whose value on each u E 2 is the appropriate 1 in 
T+ CT,. 
(4.6.2) Composition in M(T) is left-strict. Indeed, if -L : C--t n 
in M(T) and a:ZZ+d, then l. o a = 1 . (K, a) = I, since 
composition of o-continuous theory morphisms is left-strict. 
(4.6.3) Composition in M(T) is w-continuous by components. 
Indeed, this follows as in 4.6.2 since composition of theory 
morphisms is o-continuous by components. 
The proof of Proposition 4.6 is complete. 
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We will now show that M is a functor with source the category d of all w- 
continuous (one sorted) theories and o-continuous theory morphisms, and with target 
the category, Sp,, of all w-continuous algebraic theories over 9 with w-continuous 
theory morphisms. Note that up to now, we have defined M only on the objects of the 
source category, i.e., on w-continuous theories; we need the definition of M on 
morphisms of u-continuous theories as well. 
DEFINITION 4.7. Let u, : T, -+ T2 be a o-continuous theory morphism between the 
w-continuous theories Ti. Then M(q) : M(T,) -+ M(7’J is the following S-theory 
morphism: if a : C -+ I7 is a morphism in M(T,), then aM(cp) : C --) I7 in M(T,) is 
defined as the composite, 
cMrp)=a.(rp+ 11, 
as in the following diagram: 
CT, --% T, + CT, 
d(h p+I 
T, + CT, 
Here 1 is the identity morphism CT, + CT,. Being a composition of w-continuous 
theory morphisms, aM(p) is also a o-continuous theory morphism, and thus a 
morphism in M(T,). 
FACT 4.8. For a : Z -+ 17, J3 : ll-+ A in M(T,), 
(a 0 PI MC(o) = aM(cp) 0 bWcp)- 
Proof: 
(aoP)M(cp)=a.(K,B).(rp+ 1) by (4.7), 
=a-(K.(v+l),P.(q++)> by (3.10. I), 
= a * (9 * K,p * (rp + 1)) by (3.5.3), (3.5.1), 
=a’(U,+l)*(Gp-(cp+l)) by (3.10.2), 
=~M(rp)oP- (rp+ 1) by (4.7), 
= aM(rp) 0 PM(rp) by (4.7). 
FACT 4.9. Zf ,?I = (A, r) is an object of M(T,) and a E A, then aM(p) = a. 
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Proof: First a = us. A, by (4.51). 
aM((o)=a#.1* (u,+ 1) by (4.7), 
=a #. 1. (qvc,n) by (3.5.3), 
=a #*/I by (3.5.2), 
=a by (4.51). 
FACT 4.10. If 1 : C + Z is the identity morphism in M(T,), lM(rp) = 1 : Z -+ C in 
MV’,). 
Proof: l:Z+~inM(T,)isl:CTz-tT,+CTz,so 
lM(c~)=l.(p+ 1) by (4.7), 
=A * ((0 * K,i) by (3.5.3), 
=A by (3.5.2), 
=l:Z-+Z in M(T,). 
The combination of Facts 4.8-4.10 shows that M(q) is an 9-theory morphism 
M(T,) + M(T,). We need some further information. 
FACT 4.11. M(q) is a o-continuous .9-theory morphism. 
ProoJ This follows by Proposition 3.4: composition of w-continuous theory 
morphisms is left-strict and w-continuous by components. 
Now we must show M itself preserves composition and identities: 
PROPOSITION 4.12. Suppose v, : T, + T2, w : T2 -+ T, are w-continuous theory 
morphisms. Then 
My, + w) = Mb) - My/). 
Proof: Suppose a : Z --, lI in M(T,). Then, 
aW~)-M(v)=a.(rp+ l)+(cu+ 1) by (4.7), 
=a*(pyl+ 1) by (3.10.3), 
= ~WPW) by (4.7). 
Since it is clear that M(p) = 1 : M(T) -+ M(T) if (p = 1 : T + T, the above facts 
have proved the statement preceding Definition 4.7: 
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THEOREM 4.13. M is a jiinctor from the category of (one-sorted) w-continuous 
theories and o-continuous theory morphisms to the category of w-continuous theories 
over 9 and o-continuous g-theory morphisms. 
5. SOLUTIONS OF RECURSION EQUATIONS 
We will indicate one important application of Theorem 4.13 to the solution of a 
system of recursion equations. 
Suppose that a : C + C + n in M(T,) (where C and n are disjoint ranked sets). As 
noted in the Introduction, a may be identified with a system of recursion equations 
over the theory T, with parameters in Il. A solution of a in T, with parameters in n 
is a morphism < : Z + 17 in M(7’,) such that 
t= a . (t. 11, 
where 1 : IZ + n is the identity in M(T,). The least such solution, denoted a ‘, may be 
obtained just as for one-sorted theories, as the sup of the w-chain a,, : Z + n, where 
a n+,=a.(a,A)“.(L1), 
a+= u a,. 
(5.1.1) 
(5.1.2) 
Here, 1 : I; + 0 is the least theory morphism CT, --t T,, (Note: 0 + n = ZRZ). 
Now, if v, : T, + T2 is an o-continuous theory morphism, aM(rp) is another system 
of recursion equations, this time over the theory T,. Since M(q) is also w-continuous, 
the least solution to the system aM(cp) is in fact 
since, 
(5.1.3) 
by (5.1.2), 
= u tadw)) by (4.111, 
= [aWP)l+ by (5.1.1). 
The fact that M(q) preserves solutions of recursion equations has (at least) one 
nice consequence. Let a : Z --) Z + lI be a morphism in M(7). Suppose cp : CT, + T is 
a surjective theory morphism. Then one may first solve a “lifted” C? : Z + Z + n in 
M(CT,), where EM(p) = a, and then interpret the solution a’+ in M(T) to obtain a? 
Indeed, if CM(q) = a, a’+M(rp) = at, by (5.1.3). In other words, one may first solve a 
system of equations in a tree theory, namely CT,, and then interpret the answer in 
w? 
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EXAMPLE 5.2. For simplicity consider the first equation in Example 1.1. 
/ +\ = 3, (1.1.1) 
x y x y succ 
I 
/+\ 
PRED y 
I 
X 
If .Z consists of the function symbols, IF, SUCC, and PRED, and if @ consists of just 
the symbol, +, and Z is uninterpreted, then (1.1.1) is a morphism 
in M(C7’r). The solution at : @ -+ .Z of a in M(C7’,) is the infinite tree: 
IF 
a+= /I\ 
x y succ 
(5.2.1) 
I 
IF 
/I\ 
PRED y SUCC 
X 
PRED y SUCC 
I I 
PRED 
I A 
x PREDy SUCC 
I 
PRED . 
I 
PRED - 
I 
X 
Now let Q : CT, -+ T,, be the “intended” interpretation of the symbols in Z as 
functions on the natural numbers, e.g., 
p(IF) : N; + N, 
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was defined above, where N, is the flat poset of the natural numbers with a least 
element I adjoined. Then the solution at of a in M(T,) is just the usual addition 
@ : N: + N1. The infinite tree, (5.2.1) may be thought of as an algorithm for 
computing 0; the algorithm is interpreted by M(o). 
Last we amplify the remark at the end of the Introduction on specifications with 
parameters. Suppose a : @ -+ @ + 17 is a morphism in M(T). Let /I : n-t 0 in M(T) 
be an “interpretation” of the parameters (so /3 : CT, -+ T). Then the resulting system, 
denoted aq is the composite in M(T), 
a4 = a - (1 t P), 
where (1 +/?):@+Z7-+@+0=@. We claim that 
(a&+ = a+. /I. (5.3) 
Indeed, this is one of the basic identities (called the substitution identity) that hold for 
all rational and iterative theories, (See [ 16, Theorem 5.21.) 
The intituive meaning of (5.3) is that one may solve the system a4, in which the 
parameters in 17 have been replaced by their interpretations in T, by first solving the 
uninterpreted system a and then interpreting the parameters. 
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